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We are Losberger De Boer, one of the leading global suppliers of modular space solutions for events. We’ll help 
you create the perfect event for your guests or clients.

We design, manufacture and build top class space solutions. We have a wide choice of highly adaptable event 
services and structures that can be used alone or linked to each other and existing buildings. Our structures 
distinguish themselves by their overall quality, stylish appearance and of course the quality of service from our 
highly experienced team of professionals. 

Throughout our long history, we’ve earned an excellent repuation: supplying creative and innovate solutions for 
countless small and large, national and international events. We’ve supplied structures for the Farnborough 
International Air Show, RHS Chelsea Flower Show, Volvo Ocean Race, The Commonwealth Games, The Gatsby Club 
at Wimbledon and the Olympic Games, to name but a few. 

Just tell us what you need
We take on everything: design, production, build and project management. All you need to bring to the table are 
your ideas. Not sure what you need? We’ll help you figure it out. Tell us your wishes and we’ll take it from there. 
We’ve got the expertise, experience and drive to provide you with the best possible event solution. 

A centennial company 
In 2019, Losberger De Boer became a centennial company. At 100 years of age, we are one of the industry leaders 
in our field. The key to our longevity and success has always been our absolute focus on our client’s goals. We take 
great pride in providing you with the best possible space solution for your event and are dedicated to giving you 
the best possible customer experience. We are here to help you meet your challenges and our main drive is to 
make sure you achieve your goals. We are Losberger De Boer, committed to your success.

We create space
for every event imaginable 
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Whether it’s a fashion show, product launch, sporting event, trade fair or anniversary: 
your visitors expect more. They expect more than they would a few years ago and so 
should you. Remember: you’re only as good as your last event. 

We at Losberger De Boer say: don’t just pick a supplier that can provide you with a tent, 
choose a supplier that helps you get the job done. Choose a supplier that can offer you a 
tailor made solution, that can handle all the logistics surrounding your event and can 
take work off your hands. But most importantly: select the supplier that can help you 
create a unique and unforgettable experience for you and your guests 

Experience
When it comes to choosing an event partner, experience is the key. An experienced 
partner knows the challenges of major events, can work with tight deadlines and 
budgets and can deal with unforeseen circumstances. An experienced partner always 
has a Plan B. We are 100 years old, so we really do have some experience.

Choose Losberger De Boer, if you want

	� An experienced Account Manager that is focused on your needs;
	� An experienced and solution-oriented Project Manager;
	� A partner that will take work off your hands;
	� An experienced Site Manager that ensures a quick, well organized assembly & turnkey 

handover;
	� A highly skilled and experienced assembly and dismantling team;
	� A space solution that suits your needs;
	� The highest quality structures and reliability in the business;
	� A guarantee that your event will go ahead, no matter what the weather decides to do;
	� A partner that is committed to your success.

Expect everything
from your suppliers
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Hosting or organizing an event takes a lot of time. We are happy to help you and 
take work off your hands by offering you a one-stop shop experience. 

Additional services
We can support you with comprehensive additional services. Our experienced people 
can help you find the best partners to create the perfect atmosphere and comfort 
level for all visitors. Would you like us to take care of the interior decoration, to help 
you create a fully immersive brand experience? We can also supply you with heating, 
air-conditioning, sanitary units, lighting, security, permits, and so on. 

We have a wide network of trusted partners, whose quality of work we can 
guarantee. We’ll contact them and make sure that you’ll swiftly receive an offer that 
meets your requirements and budget. While we ensure that everything is arranged to 
the last detail, you can focus on your role and the success of your event. 

Let us help you
to do the best job possible
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Peaks & Small Tents

multiflex

Cyclone

PagodaChalet & Chalet Dome Acropolis
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Acropolis
Charm meets efficiency under a pagoda roof

Perfect for
	� Receptions
	� Corporate dinner parties
	� Guest entrance

The Acropolis exudes style. Its unique contours, hexagonal shapes, pagoda style 
roof and transparent wall panels allow it to combine warmth and intimacy with 
an open feel. This structure is perfect for events that take place both indoor and 
outdoor. 

Pavilion
The Acropolis can be used as a solitary pavilion for a cosy reception or party. 
Thanks to the modularity of all Losberger De Boer structures, it can also be 
joined to other structures to create a truly impressive entrance area for a large 
scale event. When several of them are combined, the honeycomb shape and 
complex roof design creates a distinctive space your guests are sure to remem-
ber. 

A 97m2 surface area
The Acropolis is 12m across and has a surface area of 97m2. It can be left open 
to create a pleasant indoor and outdoor space. Used without walls, it’s ideal for 
drink receptions and garden parties.

Size

97m²

Side height

2.50m
3m

Options

	� System floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent and opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
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Chalet & Chalet Dome
Characteristic luxury design for hospitality

Perfect for
	� Corporate hospitality
	� Sporting events
	� Private parties

With its pagoda roof, the Chalet is a versatile and elegant structure, which can 
be used on its own or linked to other Chalets and structures, creating a stunning 
backdrop for your event.

An appealing entrance
At large party complexes where quality, ambience and luxury are a pre-requisite, 
Chalets offer a stunning entrance, with the peaked roof serving as a particularly 
appealing added bonus.

Cosy, with a comfortable climate
Losberger De Boer’s unique peak ventilation system ensures the natural removal 
of air which ensures a comfortable interior climate. The roof covers exclude light, 
a feature that contributes to a cosy, intimate interior space with optimum climate 
control.

Lots of options
The Chalet is versatile and offers many different options. You can choose from 
glass walls with a decorative column motif, self-closing glass doors with push bars 
and door springs, emergency doors or PVC side curtains with arched windows.

Size

5x5m
6x6m
8x8m

Side height

2.50m
3m

Options

	� System floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent and opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical and 

horizontal)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical and 

horizontal))
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
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Pagoda
Perfectly flexible

Perfect for
	� Catering
	� Trade shows
	� Parties
	� Hospitality

With its characteristic appearance and high-end finish quality, our Pagoda is an 
attractive and highly noticeable structure at any location. Because it can be 
used separately or in an ensemble, it can serve a great number of purposes at 
your event or festival. 

Fast assembly
The Pagoda combines a well thought-out assembly technique with our patented 
dual keder technology, which means it can be assembled easily and swiftly. This 
makes the Pagoda ideal for catering, trade shows and parties as well. 

Hospitality
Every side of the Pagoda can be either open or closed. You can also choose a 
completely transparent version of this structure, our Glass Pagoda. This accom-
modation is ideal for hospitality purposes, as the large glass surface area gives 
the Pagoda a classy look.

Size

4.30x4.30m
5.30x5.30m

Side height

2.40m
2.50m

Options

	� Curtains with window variants (transpa-
rent and translucent)

	� Roof covers (opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Various door types
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Cyclone
A breath of fresh air

Perfect for
	� Live communications
	� Catering
	� Hospitality

Straightforwardness meets elegance. Our Cyclone is a modern-to-the-point-
offuturistic transparent structure with a striking appearance that is yet highly 
multifunctional.

The Cyclone is sure to stand out
Due to the architecturally sophisticated shape of the building, this mobile space 
solution stands out at any event. Its clear line, side heights of 2.80m and unique 
roof design makes the Cyclone a breath of fresh air in the event structures 
industry. It offers a new appearance from all four points of the compass, whilst
inside, a feeling of space in a new dimension is created.

A standout structure in a tent landscape
The roof is the stand-out design feature of this transparent structure. It’s flat, but 
tapers downwards like a cyclone with a slight increasing lateral curvature. A 
lovely design feature, that also functions as drainage. In the event of rain, water 
will be released into the ground via this revolutionary feature.

As with all Losberger De Boer structures, the Cyclone can be combined with 
other accommodations, to form a complete tent landscape. We’re always ready 
to help you create a spectacular combination of structures to add a unique touch 
to your event.

Size

5x5m

Side height

2.70m

Options

	� Curtains (transparent and translucent)
	� Roof covers (opaque)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Various door types
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Pyramid
One of the wonders of the tenting world

Perfect for
	� Terraces/event hospitality
	� Outdoor exhibits
	� Parties/weddings

Entice your guests with the elegant and festive Pyramid. Its pagoda roof adds a 
positive vibe to your event, ensuring that it will go off in style.

Open or close
Whether your event is private or open in nature, the Pyramid provides a solution 
for all purposes. The option of opening or closing the curtains means that this 
structure is prepared for changing weather conditions. Closed curtains create an 
intimate indoor setting, while the decorative PVC arched windows add to the 
coziness. One or more sides of the tent can be drawn open for an open, relaxed 
atmosphere. 

Square floor plan
The Pyramid has a square floor plan with a surface area ranging between 25m2

and 65m2. The structure does not have any obstructive supports, so you can 
make optimal use of the space. If desired, we can install a classy, non-slip 
wooden floor system.

Optimal use of space
The Pyramid can be used for all kinds of purposes: from fairs and wedding 
receptions to garden parties and culinary events. The Pyramid is a free-standing 
structure without tension ropes or a central post, allowing optimal use to be 
made of the space. It can also be connected to other Losberger De Boer 
structures to create a festive village, completely dedicated to your event.

Size

3x3m
4x4m
5x5m
6x6m

Side height

2.40m

Options

	� System floor
	� Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (opaque)
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multiflex P9
Economical in every way

Perfect for
	� Multifunctional use
	� Exhibitions
	� Hospitality

When efficiency is key, look no further than the multiflex P9. Why? Because the 
multiflex is economical in every way and can provide you with a solid space 
solution for any event. 

Economical in every way
The basic structure can be modified and expanded, as well as be combined with 
the entire multiflex and uniflex range. The combination and expansion options 
are boundless. As a result, the multiflex series can provide you with highly 
efficient solutions for any event, from VIP events and parties to exhibitions and 
promotions, as well as tailor-made storage facilities.

Workhorse
The multiflex is our workhorse, as this structure can serve so many purposes. It is 
fitted with canvas, but can also be equipped with windows and curtains. All 
multiflex space solutions can be fitted with either canvas or glass and PVC 
panels. With all these different shapes and the possibility to combine them all, 
the options are limitless. 

Combine several multiflexes
The multiflex, which is available in widths of up to 15m, really is the chameleon 
of temporary structures. Combine two multiflexes with glass panels and a 
transparent roof, and you have a great hospitality suite with daylight conditions 
inside. Combine several and equip them with canvas and the space you create is 
perfect for catering at outdoor events, and so on. The multiflex really does live 
up to its name. 

The multiflex offers three different roof options: A-frame, Arcum (curved) and 
Dome area (peak).

Size

3m
4m
6m
8m
10m

Side height

2.30m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
	� Curtains with window variants 

(translucent)
	� Roof covers (transparent and opaque)
	� Various door types
	� Arcum roof
	� Brought back façade
	� Apse
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multiflex P7
Canvas chameleon

Perfect for
	� Multifunctional use
	� Exhibitions
	� Hospitality

When efficiency is key, look no further than the multiflex P9. Why? Because the 
multiflex is economical in every way and can provide you with a solid space solu-
tion for any event. 

Economical in every way
The basic structure can be modified and expanded, as well as be combined with 
the entire multiflex and uniflex range. The combination and expansion options 
are boundless. As a result, the multiflex series can provide you with highly effi-
cient solutions for any event, from VIP events and parties to exhibitions and pro-
motions, as well as tailor-made storage facilities.

Workhorse
The multiflex is our workhorse, as this structure can serve so many purposes. It is 
fitted with canvas, but can also be equipped with windows and curtains. All mul-
tiflex space solutions can be fitted with either canvas or glass and PVC panels. 
With all these different shapes and the possibility to combine them all, the op-
tions are limitless. 

Combine several multiflexes
The multiflex, which is available in widths of up to 15m, really is the chameleon 
of temporary structures. Combine two multiflexes with glass panels and a trans-
parent roof, and you have a great hospitality suite with daylight conditions inside. 
Combine several and equip them with canvas and the space you create is perfect 
for catering at outdoor events, and so on. The multiflex really does live up to its 
name.

Size

6m
9m
12m
15m

Side height

2.50m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
	� Curtains with window variants 

(transparent and translucent)
	� Roof covers (opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Various door types
	� Arcum roof
	� Brought back façade
	� Apse
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Halls

uniflex

Jumbo Hall

AnovaAlu Hall & Alu Vista

Delta & Delta Vistamaxiflex
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Alu Hall
Basic nature, unprecedented versatility

Perfect for
�	Multifunctional use
�	Hospitality, corporate parties
�	Sporting events
�	Exhibitions, product launches, official openings

The Alu Hall is so versatile, it works anywhere. Anywhere? Anywhere. Our Alu 
Hall offers you the straightforward quality of an A Frame structure with the 
flexibility of being able to create an aesthetically appealing exterior using vertical 
glass and white PVC panels for more exclusive events. 

A clearspan structure
The clearspan aluminium frame structure is available in 8, 10, 12, 20 and 25m 
widths, enabling you to make efficient use of space at any venue. In addition to 
this, several structures can be linked together to create a unified look and feel to 
your venue.

A classy entry-level structure 
White PVC panels are finished with a high gloss laminate and the location of 
glazed panels, standard white panels and doors can be tailored to suit your every 
need. The internal finish can be tailored to your specific requirements as well, 
either creating an impressive setting for your event or a simple and functional 
area for kitchens, storage or other back of house uses. This versatility makes the 
Alu Hall an ideal space solution for customers with a lower budget.

Size

8m
10m
12m
20m 
25m

Side height

2.50m
3.25m

Options

�	System floor
�	Cassette floor
�	Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
�	Curtains with window variants (opaque)
�	Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
�	Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
�	Wall elements of glass (vertical)
�	Ventilation panels
�	Various door types
�	Brought back façade
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Alu Vista
Timeless, modern and versatile

Perfect for
�	Exhibitions
�	Corporate events
�	Product launches
�	Parties

Combine a clearspan aluminium frame structure available in 10, 12, 15, 20 and 
25m widths with an appealing façade using horizontal glass and white PVC 
panels, and what do you get? An extremely versatile structure that helps you 
make efficient use of space whilst offering you a stylish appearance suitable to 
the most exclusive events. 

PVC panels with an insulating core
The white PVC panels are finished with a high gloss laminate and incorporate an 
insulating core – this reduces your reliance on heating or air conditioning and 
helps to eliminate interference from external noise. 

An impressive setting
The location of glazed panels, white composite panels and doors can be tailored 
to suit your requirements and the quality of internal finish creates an impressive 
setting for your event, without needing lining or additional dressing. Various 
structures can be linked together to create an unified look and feel to your 
venue.

Size

10m
12m
15m
20m
25m

Side height

3.25m

Options

�	System floor
�	Cassette floor
�	Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
�	Curtains with window variants (opaque)
�	Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
�	Insulated wall elements of hard PVC 

(horizontal)
�	Insulated wall elements of glass 

(horizontal)
�	Ventilation panels
�	Various door types
�	Brought back façade
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uniflex
Uniquely flexible

Perfect for
	� Large scale events & hospitality
	� High-end product presentations
	� Trade fairs

The uniflex is our entry level product for large tent systems. It is available in a 
wide variety of designs and sizes, ranging from 5-21m in width. 

Highly modular
The modularity of this system makes it possible for you to turn one into two, and 
two into more, as only a few additional components are needed in order to 
produce the size and esthetics that you require. 
We continuously design new elements and options for this system, all of which 
are, of course, compatible and interchangeable with the current parts. 

The possibilities are endless
Creativity is limitless with the uniflex system. A host of accessories, such as glass 
or hard-PVC system elements (at side height of 3.40 and 4m), system cassette 
flooring, aluminum doors, ramps, decoration and more, are available to 
transform the basic uniflex system into stylish, individual space solutions for any 
application.

Size

5m
8m
10m
11m
15m
16m
21m

Side height

3.40m
4m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants 

(transparent, translucent)
	� Roof covers (translucent and opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical and 

horizontal)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical and 

horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Arcum roof
	� Brought back façade
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Jumbo Hall
Clearspan space up 50m

Perfect for
	� Indoor sporting events
	� Large exhibitions
	� Trade fairs

Our gigantic Jumbo Hall offers endless space, allowing you to accommodate any 
large-scale event from huge exhibitions to major sports events.

Patented roof tensioning system
So how big is it? The standard wall height is 4m with a clearspan length of 30, 40 
or 50m and the apex height varies from 8 to 12m. Despite its size, the roof fabric 
is taut under all conditions, thanks to our unique and patented roof tensioning 
system which prevents flapping and extraneous noise. 

Comfortable climate
Another special Losberger De Boer development that is designed for this massive 
structure is the Cuckoo, a raised ventilation grid that provides natural, enhanced 
extraction of air. This means that even the biggest version of the Jumbo Hall has 
draught-free air circulation and a comfortable climate.

Size

30m
40m
50m

Side height

4m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
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Anova
Curvaceously classy

Are you looking for a truly stunning location? Look no further than the Anova 
Vista. When the Losberger De Boer design team worked its magic and produced 
the Anova, they set a new standard in event structures.

Unparalleled versatility
Apart from being curvaceously classy, the Anova Vista offers you a wide range of 
possibilities.

You can
	� Choose between high gloss laminate panels, glazing and/or doors;
	� Extend the central core by adding 5m modules on either side, so that you can 

create covered terrace areas, add functional space or include service areas;
	� Link the Anova to other structures;
	� Incorporate entrance foyers, bar areas, toilets and catering under one 

swooping roofline.

Brand your event
The Anova has some other features that are worth mentioning:
	� Its wide, horizontal windows allow light to flood into your structure, whilst the 

fact that they are tinted reduces issues of thermal gain and solar glare on a 
sunny day;

	� The use of 50mm insulated panels reduces your reliance on climate control 
and helps with sound absorption and thermal performance;

	� The gable sail can be located internally, so you can divide the area or provide a 
terrace area that covers the entire width of the structure;

	� The standard frame incorporates a system that enables brand identities or 
other banners to be quickly attached, allowing your key messages to be 
wrapped around the structure.

Size

10m
15m
20m

Side height

3.50m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, opaque and LED 

lighting)
	� Insulated wall elements of hard PVC 

(horizontal)
	� Insulated wall elements of glass 

(horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� 5m wings on both length sides
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Delta
Space for big ideas

Perfect for
	� Product launch
	� Product showroom
	� Exhibitions
	� Hospitality

The Delta offers a visually stunning solution that delivers an exceptional standard 
of multifunctional space.

Space-frame
If you’ve got big ideas, than the Delta is the perfect structure for you. The geo-
metric lines of the space-frame structure create a distinctive roof-line whilst also 
providing clear internal heights of up to 6m and gable widths of up to 65m, with 
column free spans of up to 35m, where required. 

Generous internal heights and lots of branding space
The Delta can be easily branded to reflect a corporate image, whilst its classy in-
ternal finish will further enhance the brand experience. Vertical glass panels can 
be incorporated to create fully glazed façades, adding light and creating a feeling 
of space. The generous internal heights allow for the use of dramatic lighting or 
large scale signage to add impact to your event.

Size

5x5m modules

Side height

3.50m
4m
6m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Roof covers (translucent and opaque)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� Canopies
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Delta Vista
Space with a view

Perfect for
	� Product launch
	� Exhibitions
	� Hospitality
	� Making a statement

Loads of functional space, a striking appearance and a transparent exterior; if 
you’re looking to make a statement, look no further than the Delta Vista.  

Room for lighting effects and large scale signage
It’s fully glazed façades add light to your structure, whilst creating a feeling of 
airiness and space. The Delta Vista’s generous internal heights not only provide 
you with all the space you need, but also allow you to use lighting effects or add 
large scale signage. 

Other noticeable features, that make the Delta Vista perfect for large scale 
events:

	� Insulated walls (which also help with sound absorption)
	� Distinctive roof-line
	� Clear internal heights of 6m
	� Gable widths of up to 80m
	� Column free spans of up to 35m (where required)
	� Robust integral floor system

Combining different heights
Thanks to the modularity of all Losberger De Boer structures, the Delta Vista can 
be combined with other structures to create a contemporary and eye-catching 
hospitality facility. You can even specify differing heights of Delta to be linked 
together to add even more impact to your event space.

Size

5x5m modules

Side height

3.50m
4m
6m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
	� Insulated wall elements of hard PVC 

(horizontal)
	� Insulated wall elements of glass 

(horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� Canopies
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maxiflex
What’s in a name?

Perfect for
�	Large scale events
�	Sporting events
�	High-end product launches

The maxiflex is the most flexible large tent in the market today. It is available 
from 10-50m in width and offers countless configuration options, including the 
double decker Emporium variant. So, in this case, the name really does say it all.

From small catering tent to large hospitality pavilion
In need of a 10x10 catering space for your event? The smallest configuration 
with textile covers will do the job just fine. Are you looking for a large hall for a 
trade fair or exhibition? We’ll deliver a maxiflex in exactly the right size, with PVC 
wall panels and perhaps a canopy entrance above the doors, to provide you with 
all the space you could possibly want. Do you need a large space for hospitality 
purposes? With transparent panels in the walls and the roof, you’ll have a 
stunning pavilion in no time. 

Size

10m
15m
20m
25m
30m
35m
40m
50m

Side height

3.40m
4m
5.40m

Options

�	Cassette floor
�	Curtains with window variants 

(transparent and translucent)
�	Roof covers (translucent and opaque)
�	Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical and 

horizontal)
�	Wall elements of glass (vertical and 

horizontal)
�	Ventilation panels
�	Various door types
�	Arcum roof
�	Brought back façade
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Specials

Losberger De Boer delivers top of class, 
tailor made space solutions for events. 
Thanks to the fact that all of the structures 
in our product catalogue are modular and 
are designed by our own engineers, there 
is almost no limit to what we can create. 
That’s why we often say: tell us what you 
need and we’ll offer you the best possible 
space solution for your event!

Kubo

Panorama

Rondo & Domicile
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Kubo
Cubical brand builder

Perfect for
	� Corporate events
	� Outdoor trade fairs
	� Showroom

Premium quality and appearance, more than enough space and endless 
possibilities to showcase your corporate identity: the Kubo is a purebred brand 
builder specifically designed for large scale corporate events and trade fairs. 

Top of class image value
With its rectangular shape, ceiling height and large outside design surfaces the 
Kubo ensures highest visibility and top of class image value. This structure offers 
generous surface areas for branding and advertising purposes. The large 
horizontal glass wall elements give the Kubo a high-end, classy look and 
transparent feel. Insertable façade banners can replace wall panels and allow you 
to further customize the Kubo with your corporate design. 

Thermo roof and walls
The Kubo comes with a thermo roof cover. This double-layered roof covering has 
air cushions and is regulated by pressure control. This, and its use of membrane 
technology, deliver higher heat insulation properties. The horizontal, floor-to-
ceiling windows not only look great, but they also add another insulating, 
sustainable element to the Kubo. This structure also features additional thermo 
wall cassettes. Do you want to go green? Go Kubo.

Size

10m
15m
20m

Side height

4m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Insulated roof covers
	� Insulated wall elements of hard PVC 

(vertical and horizontal)
	� Insulated wall elements of glass (vertical 

and horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
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Panorama
The centre of attention

Perfect for
	� Conferences
	� Exhibitions
	� Promotional tours
	� Parties
	� Product launches

Our stunning high-tech Panorama combines state-of-the art technology with in-
novative design to create the perfect venue for special projects. 

A panoramic view
In its smallest configuration (as a circular building of 20m in diameter), this dis-
tinctive structure provides 314m² of space - with a unique panoramic view! This 
space can then be extended by adding additional 5m wide bays to the center, 
creating a diamond shaped facility with a potential total floor space of 714m², 
making it suitable for hosting as many as 700 people at any one time. Need even 
more space? The Panorama can also be linked to other structures.

Prestige and ambience
The strikingly beautiful structure features fully glazed façades and a silver grey 
opaque PVC roof. This not only creates a light and airy feel, it also provides you 
with an event space that has the prestige and general ambience of a permanent 
building, but combined with the adaptability that comes from using a temporary 
facility. 

Contemporary design
This highly distinctive structure has horizontal panoramic panels, offering both 
style and functionality by combining eye-catching, contemporary design with op-
timum use of space. Users enjoy outstanding comfort and unparalleled external 
views.

Size

314-714m²

Side height

4m

Options

	� System floor
	� Wall elements of glass (horizontal)
	� Roof covers (opaque)
	� Various door types
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Galaxy & Pink Galaxy
A stage fit for stars

Perfect for
	� Concerts
	� Festivals
	� Award shows
	� Charity events

For any event where you’re putting on a show, our Galaxy line is ideal. If it is a 
huge space you require for a pop concert, a music festival, an awards ceremony 
or a large charity event, then either the Galaxy or the Pink Galaxy is the solution. 
With a width of 60m and lengths of 107m and 152m respectively, these 
structures can accommodate between 10,000 and 15,000 guests. 

Great acoustics
Both these magnificent structures can be erected quickly with the minimum of 
fuss. The king poles supporting the roof provide a height of over 20m, which 
creates an area with subliminal lighting possibilities and fantastic acoustics. Both 
tents have a striking appearance; guests will instantly know where the action will 
take place. The inside is calm and can be completely dark, so lighting effects can 
do their magic. 

Short installation time
We can include all the things you’ll need to make a large entertainment event 
work, including stages, seating, lighting and backstage facilities. Thanks to our 
advanced systems and specialized construction team, we can erect the Galaxy 
and Pink Galaxy in less than a week.

Size

61x152m (max)

Side height

4.50m

Options

	� System floor
	� Curtains (opaque)
	� Roof covers (opaque)
	� Various door types
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Rondo & Domicile
Well-rounded structures

Perfect for
	� Festivals
	� Weddings
	� Parties

Losberger De Boer offers high-end event structures in all shapes and sizes, which is illustrated nicely by our Rondo & Domicile. Both 
are lovely multi-sided accommodations with a round shape.

The Rondo and its ‘brother’ Domicile are the result of our passion for complete and tailor-made space solutions. They are a great 
addition to our line of arched-roof structures for outdoor events, such as festivals, weddings and parties. Thanks to its round shape, 
they are perfect for when someone or something needs to be the center of attention, for instance during a performance, 
presentation or symposium.

The Rondo is available with 10, 12 and 16. Are you looking for something a bit more… festive? The Domicile has the same 
characteristics as the Rondo, but has a striking peak top roof. 

Like all Losberger De Boer systems, the Rondo and Domicile are modular. They can be split in half and combined with other 
structures, to create a custom space solution. They can be equipped with either pvc wall panels or transparent glass panels. 

Rondo versions are available for the following structures 
1) uniflex P3N | 16,3/340 und 16,3/400 = available for span widths 16m and side heights of 3.40m and 4m (10 sided) 
2) maxiflex P1 | 20,5/340 and 400 (12 sided) and 30,5/340 and 400 (16 sided)

Domicile versions are available for the following structures (all 10 sided) 
1) uniflex P3N | 16,3/340 und 16,3/400 = available for span widths 16m and side heights of 3.40m and 4m
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Walkway
Let us show you the way

Perfect for
	� Connecting event structure to permanent building
	� Connecting multiple structures
	� Demonstration stands

Need to connect two buildings? Let us show you the way. Losberger De Boer’s 
Walkway is the perfect structure to connect a temporary event structure to an 
existing building, allowing for a seamless transition. 

A two way street
The Walkway is 3m wide, which is more than enough for comfortable pedestrian 
traffic in both directions. It can be any length you need. If desired, it can be fitted 
with PVC side curtains, but it can also be supplied as a covering structure only. 

Other functions: entrance and stand
Apart from connecting buildings and guiding people from one structure to ano-
ther, the Walkway can be used to create a grand entrance to an event. Thanks to 
the modularity of all our structures, the Walkway can easily be adapted to provi-
de a perfect covered space for various types of stands.

Size

3x1m
3x2m
3x4m

Side height

2.40m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
	� Curved elements
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Nexus
Well connected

Perfect for
	� Connecting structures or buildings
	� A grand entrance
	� Retail

Nexus is the evolution of our walkway system. It gives you even more options 
to connect buildings in an aesthetically pleasing, classy way, with options like 
transparent, high gloss laminate or glazed panels. The quality of the internal 
finish creates an high-end setting for your event, without needing lining or 
additional dressing.

Maximize your space
Like the Walkway, the Nexus is highly flexible and can be any length you need. Its 
three metres wide, which is wide enough for pedestrian traffic in two directions. 
When you choose glass panels, you can use stickering to further enhance the 
total brand experience. By using corner segments, Nexus can be erected in any 
configuration, making it perfect for locations where you need to take maximum 
advantage of the space available. 

Retail and merchandising stands
Apart from connecting two or more structures, the Nexus can be used as an 
inviting entrance or for retailing and merchandising points.

Size

3x2.50m

Side height

2.70m

Options

	� System floor
	� Non-anchoring floor/plate floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Insulated wall elements of hard PVC 

(horizontal)
	� Insulated wall elements of glass 

(horizontal)
	� Various door types
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Our Double Deckers allow you to go big, 
even if there is a limited amount of surface 
area available. Apart from having several 
double decker structures at hand, we also 
have the opportunity to add a mezzanine 
floor to some of our halls or combine seve-
ral structures to create a truly unique, mul-
ti-story event solution! Contact us and 
we’ll help you to maximize the use of the 
space available!

Delta Emperor

maxiflex Emporium

Palas

Premier with Panorama

Double Deckers
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Palas
A structure befitting a King

Perfect for
	� Large scale events & hospitality
	� High-end product presentations
	� Trade fairs

Linear architecture, cubic forms and generous glazing. When you choose the 
new high-capacity Palas event and trade fair hall, you choose elegance and atmo-
sphere in a functional design. The Palas oozes class and is a structure befitting a 
King.
 
Great branding possibilities
Visually appealing and spacious, the Palas provides incredible design freedom, 
both inside and out. The various façade structuring options allow for unique ar-
chitectural features and branding possibilities. The Palas is a highly noticeable 
structure that catches the eye of the public – and so will your brand. 

Add an extra floor level
Do you need a lot of event space? Look no further than this majestic structure. It 
can be equipped with mezzanine for extra floor space. Our Palas Emporium two-
story variant creates an optimal spatial experience. Both floors can hold stages 
for presentations and still offer a lot of space. 

Energy-preserving technology
Like the Kubo, the Palas is fitted with energy-preserving technology, such as ther-
mo roof covers made with membrane technology and pressure regulator control-
led air cushions. The horizontal window elements go all the way to the floor and 
have a strong insulating effect.

Size

10m
15m
20m
25m
30m

Side height

8m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Insulated roof covers
	� Insulated wall elements of hard PVC 

(vertical and horizontal)
	� Insulated wall elements of glass (vertical 

and horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� Mezzanine floor
	� External and internal stairs
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President
A flexible double decker

Perfect for
	� Sporting events
	� Large scale parties
	� Hospitality at festivals

Your guests deserve a presidential accommodation! And that’s why you should 
choose the President for your event. This double deck platform provides an 
unobstructed view of the event and makes a lasting impression.

Maximize the available space
Where the surface area is limited, this structure is the ideal choice as it allows us 
to build upwards, saving you valuable space. The first floor provides visitors a 
great view of your event, which makes it ideal for large scale sporting events. 
Visitors can access the approximately 4-metre-high upper level by means of an 
attractive, wide staircase. These two-level accommodations are characterised by 
their white, elegant curved railings. 

Classy
Functionality and luxury go hand in hand with the president. This structure 
provides you with everything your guests deserve: class, exclusivity and space.

Size

10m
15m
20m

Side height

6.80m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� Balconies
	� Canopies
	� Mezzanine floor
	� External and internal stairs
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maxiflex Emporium
What’s in a name?

Perfect for
	� Large scale events
	� Sporting events
	� High-end product launches

Double decker: the Emporium
The maxiflex is also available as a double decker, the maxiflex Emporium. It’s big, 
stylish, and highly noticeable. But most importantly, it offers you endless space 
and infinite possibilities in terms of layout. Please check out this stand-out, multi-
story structure in our double decker section. 

Everything is interchangeable
This structure is the pinnacle in the field of large modular space solutions. Every 
element within the maxiflex system can be combined or interchanged. The 
system also provides you with extra options, such as lining decorations for the 
roof, walkway connections to other structures or a main building, double-wing 
doors, canopies, curtains, and so on. Both structures can be equipped with an 
A-frame or Arcum (curved) roof. 

Size

10m
15m
20m
25m
30m

Side height

6.80m

Options

	� Cassette floor
	� Roof covers (translucent and opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (vertical)
	� Wall elements of glass (vertical)
	� Various door types
	� Arcum roof
	� Brought back façade
	� Balconies
	� Mezzanine floor
	� External and internal stairs
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Premier
The foundation for the perfect event

Perfect for
	� Sporting events
	� Large scale hospitality

Our Premier is the foundation for the perfect guest experience – literally. 
Although it’s a great double decker structure on its own accord, it has one stand-
out feature that makes it a true space winner. 

Choose the best possible structure to go on top
Its modular platform can be built as a stand-alone viewing platform, but can also 
house several other Losberger De Boer structures. Combine the Premier with a 
Pyramid, Acropolis or Chalet top to create an awe-inspiring and highly noticeable 
double decker structure. Or what about a fully transparent (glass) Alu Vista on 
top? Talk about a wow-factor…

Large terraces or balcony
There are countless possibilities to add onto the Premier. Add a smaller structure 
on top, and you’ll have enough covered space as well as a large terrace. The 
Premier also comes with an optional added 2.50 metre-wide balcony, for the 
long sides of the structure. Its versatility and the fact that it offers guests a 
splendid and unobstructed view of the match site (tennis court, golf course, 
racecourse, hockey field, circuit, and so on), makes the Premier ideal for projects 
that demand a large spectator capacity. 

Size

10m
15m
20m

Side height

3.80m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (horizontal)
	� Wall elements of glass (horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� Balconies
	� Canopies
	� Mezzanine floor
	� External and internal stairs
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Emperor
A majestic double decker

Perfect for
	� VIP/Hospitality
	� Product launches
	� Conferences
	� World class events

The Emperor is a uniquely shaped double deck structure that incorporates glass, 
aluminium and wooden elements, setting a new and exceptional standard for 
temporary venues.

Double height voids
The highly versatile Emperor can incorporate balconies (with over-sailing 
canopies that offer shade and a distinctive profile) as well as internal mezzanine 
levels that can be used to create double height voids through the structure, 
adding to the overall feeling of spaciousness. 

For world class events
Want to make a dramatic brand statement or host esteemed guests at a world 
class event? The Emperor has proven its worth at high-profile events as the 
Farnborough International Airshow, the Volvo Ocean Race, golf’s Ryder Cup and 
the football World Cup Finals. It has also acted as a Media Centre for various G8 
Conferences.

Size

15m
20m

Side height

9.40m

Options

	� System floor
	� Cassette floor
	� Curtains with window variants (opaque)
	� Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
	� Wall elements of hard PVC (horizontal)
	� Wall elements of glass (horizontal)
	� Ventilation panels
	� Various door types
	� Brought back façade
	� Balconies
	� Canopies
	� Mezzanine floor
	� External and internal stairs
	� Atrium
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Delta Emperor
The best of both worlds

Perfect for
�	VIP/Hospitality
�	Product launches
�	Conferences
�	First class events

The Delta Emperor combines all the benefits from the classy Emperor and spaci-
ously generous Delta in a highly versatile space solution that leaves nothing to be 
desired.
 
The cherry on top
With an Emperor platform as solid foundation and the distinctive Delta roof sha-
pe on top, this highly-customizable structure enables optimal use of the available 
space while meeting the highest design and safety standards.
 
Expandable
Making use of 5x5m modules, the Delta Emperor is highly flexible, easily ex-
pandable and allows you to add a mezzanine floor, balconies, internal and exter-
nal stairs and several options for cladding.
 
Bringing together parts of wood, glass and metal, our Delta Emperor meets all 
the design needs of modern and classical inspired events and occasions. 

Size

5x5m modules

Side height

9.40m

Options

�	System floor
�	Cassette floor
�	Curtains with window variants (opaque)
�	Roof covers (transparent, translucent and 

opaque)
�	Wall elements of hard PVC (horizontal)
�	Wall elements of glass (horizontal)
�	Ventilation panels
�	Various door types
�	Brought back façade
�	Balconies
�	Canopies
�	Mezzanine floor
�	External and internal stairs
�	Atrium
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